rhythm, harmony and the texts of the pieces. This consequently presents a disparity between what exists on score and what is heard in the audio-recording. As much as these works are written for choral groups and the churches, the owners of such choral compositions do not make much effort to record their works for the public. I believe that Ghanaian choral composers tend to think that it is enough for church choirs and notable performers to render their works once it is in the public domain. This paper therefore addresses this imbalance and extends the body of research that investigates performance error detection in the context of various textural factors through exploration and analysis. It focuses specifically on identification of such recorded songs on CDs and compares with their scored counterparts. It highlights the enormity of errors that some performers make in their performance and recording of choral music compositions meant for public consumption. This will not only sensitize the listening public and singers but bring to the attention of composers the need to get their works recorded and publicized. My conviction is not to surprise or offend the leading members of such choral and artiste groups but to educate patrons of choral music on the correct and original composition of the selected works. It is envisaged that choral groups and artistes who perform and record such compositions will be educated on the need to strictly perform works as scored by the owners.
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Sound recording is an electrical, mechanical, electronic, or digital inscription and re-creation of sound waves, such as spoken voice, singing, instrumental music, or sound effects (Maxfield & Harrison, 1926) . Recording and commercializing an art music composition, either instrumental or vocal, by way of audio or video, affords audience and patrons of such works the opportunity to learn the songs along. Indeed, most of the patrons may not have the capability of interpreting the notation or even reading the text if the score is available. Thus, recording a composer's work, commercializing and eventually getting it broadcasted must be done with the requisite fastidiousness.
Relatively little information of an empirically derived and specific nature of analytical studies on choral musical compositions and performances in Ghana which provide attention to composers and performers is available. Acquah, Amuah, Annan and Tsemafo-Arthur (2015) for instance talked about how composers or songwriters sometimes fail to pay attention to the semantic synchronization of the text chosen for their choral compositions. It became clear from their study that some of the Akan choral compositions have been identified to have problems with the meaning of the text in terms of sentence cohesion, wrong usages of song personas and the context in which the narrative of the song is put. It was important that these errors were detected to draw composers' attention to such anomalies in art music compositions. Randel (1978) gave a close explanation of art music with the definition of art song, by drawing a distinction between it and folksong, as a song of serious artistic intent written by a trained composer. The inclusion of the words "serious artistic intent" and the distinction from a folksong in Randel's definition clearly testifies that art music is punctiliously designed and therefore expected to be replicated as indicated in the score. More insidiously, at least from the perspective of the musicians in the choral music fraternity, is whether such songs, which have been impeccably taught and learnt, will not be adulterated or affected by the anomalies in the performances of their choral groups, who are also patrons of those audio-recordings. Describing a piece of work as an art suggests that the work involves careful planning and design and also requires some skill to execute or carry out. Thus, describing a musical piece as art gives the implication that the composer and the work meet the description given. The task for teachers and directors is therefore to quickly correct errors that occur, before inaccurate or incorrect aspects of performed or recorded pieces become resistant to change. Errors occur naturally in the learning process, and how teachers deal with inevitable errors in the choir performance is one of the fundamental components of teaching expertise (Sheldon, 1998) .
As already stated, choral music permeates the Ghanaian culture so much that any wrongly recorded piece of music spreads easily. Amuah gave a survey of Art Choral music in Ghana and stated:
In situations concerning the performances of choral music in Ghana, it has been the norm to celebrate an event or an anniversary of an organization with a special composed musical piece. Most churches, schools and industries would often hire a
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composer to write for the celebration and other events in a similar style. Anniversary programmes equally call for the performance of choral music. (Amuah, 2013, p. 246 ).
Amuah mentioned some identifiable groups such as Educational institutions, Urban factories and the Industrial Choirs, Radio and Television stations, The National Symphony Orchestra, Salt and Light Ministries, Youth and Junior Choirs, and church choirs that have been involved in spreading art choral music. Everyone loves either to listen to or sing Choral music in Ghana. Like Smith (1989) stated:
Singing provides a sense of community and belonging and that Music is a component of cultural identity, and singing is the most basic musical expression.
[…] singing provides lifelong opportunities for musical experience and self-expression with minimal expense. Beyond that, singing like all music, can be a source of joy, comfort, and emotional sensation. (p.27) Indeed, it is as a result of this that recordings of such pieces need to be done without errors or modifications when the song had especially been in the public domain already.
Discourse on tone errors does not apply to music alone but also in language. In language production, speech errors often involve related sounds or meanings, which may arise from the computation of similar components (Garrett, 1975) . Fry (1969) is of the view that "theories of language production posit the assembly of higher order (earlier) components (such as a semantic representation) before lower order (later) components (such as a phonological representation". This is corroborated by Palmer and Van de Sande (2006) who relate the assertion to music and state:
An internal buffer stores the earlier planned components, which are retrieved during planning of the later components. Speech errors thus may involve similar elements because similar units are caused to co-occur in the buffer. Music production errors may likewise provide insights about the musical elements that contribute to, or compete in, the planning of a particular sequence of events. This assertion remains the fact that the errors emanating from the performance or the recording may reflect some correspondence between the composer's specification of musical structure and the performer's conceptual representation, giving the performer some kind of artistic license, however, in art music, it is important that the particularized and concretized reflect the emotions and communication of musical structure as exactly the composer put on the score. Smith (1989) explains the social relationship between the listener and the composer and state:
Upon hearing the first notes of the musical work, the listener immerses himself in the ongoing flux of the articulated musical events as they occur. He grasps the musical meaning by "living in" and "re-producing" the step by step flux of the articulated musical events in inner time. This polythetically constituted musical work, itself existing in inner time, however, is none other than the musical meaning originally intended by the composer and communicated by means of a series of events in the world. (Smith, 1989, p.84) When the listener picks it as they hear it from the audio-recording, they live with it and becomes difficult to correct. Like Smith (ibid, 82) stated, "It is left more or less to the performer to interpret the prescriptions offered through the musical notation so as to achieve the most effective communication of the musical work".
METHOD AND PROCESS
The main concern of this study was to explore and analyse such audio recorded Akan choral pieces which have some disparities with the original script by the composer. In view of that, exploratory research design was used to gather the data. Exploratory research design is referred to as gathering information in an informal and unstructured manner. The design is proper when the researcher knows small about the opportunity or issue (Burns & Bush, 2006) . With limited study on the problem, I had to use exploratory research to crystallize the problem in order to generate more rigorous further
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research within the framework of art music compositions and their recordings in any form. 6 audio recordings from two popular youth choirs and 3 renowned gospel musicians were collected and critically listened to the audio-recordings over and over again and compared with their respective scores which I had gathered as part of my repertoire, as a choir director. Using the purposive sampling technique, 10 songs in the Akan language were selected. In purposive sampling, the researcher decides what needs to be known and sets out to select documents that will provide the necessary information for the study (Bernard, Errors detected in the audio-recordings of the songs as against the scores were identified, classified and analysed.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In analyzing the pieces, 5 of the songs representing 50% were chosen through the systematic sampling technique. Systematic sampling is a type of probability sampling method in which sample members from a larger population or units are selected according to a random starting point and a fixed periodic interval (Gundersen, Jensen, Kieu & Nielson, 1999) . In doing this, the first song in the auxiliary data, The songs chosen were representative as the selection fell on 3 songs out of 6 from Winneba Youth Choir, 1 from Tema Youth choir and 1 from Joe Beecham (representing the three gospel musicians).
The songs were put into three analytical themes of errors under three main elements of music. These errors had to do with the wrong pitching of notes (WPN) which, in effect, affected the melodic lines and chords used by the composer in such passages, wrong note value interpretation (NVI), which 
Wrong Pitching of Notes
The first song identified here is Ephraim Amu's "YɛnAraAsaase Ni"(This is our own land), a very popular patriotic song in Ghana. The composition, as performed by the Ghanaian populace, most of the time, has a couple of pitches wrongly produced in its rendition. Composed in the key of F major, the work has, in its sixth phrase, two E flat pitches to be sung at a point as illustrated below.
Excerpt1. The correct pitches used in Amu's "Yɛn Ara Asaase Ni"
However, the passage is most often sung with the first E flat pitch produced as D and this error was reiterated by the Winneba Youth Choir (WYC) in their album titled "To God and Country".
Excerpt2. Wrong rendition in the recording
Also, in the last phrase of the same composition, Amu has a pitch at C but often produced by singers as B flat. The error was corroborated by the choir in the same rendition of the anthem Excerpts 3 and 4, respectively, show the correct composition and the wrong rendition of the passage in point.
Excerpt3. Concluding passage of the anthem

Excerpt4. Wrong rendition of passage
The second work in the discussion, which also borders on wrong pitching of notes is Ɔkyɛso Nyame (Benevolent God) by Newlove Annan and recorded by the Winneba Youth Choir, Ghana. The first flaw, in this case, comes with the pitches juxtaposing the text, twer No, twer No, na Nyame bɛyɛ ama w' (lean on Him, lean on Him, and God will do it for you). The error is identified, both, in the choral performance and in the male solo of the recording by the choir. Excerpt 5 shows how the passage was composed and the error in the recording is illustrated below.
Excerpt5. Composer's idea as notated
Excerpt6. Wrong presentation of composer's idea
Note Value Interpretation
Notes, in music, are used to represent the duration and pitches of musical sounds (Benward, 2014) . They represent how long or short a pitch or sound is to be made in a musical work. In the second flaw discussed under Wrong pitching in the same recording, the choir also wrongly interpreted a set of notes written for the Alto part by performing a quaver beamed with two semiquavers as a triplet. Excerpts 7 and 8 show the correct and wrong rhythms respectively.
Excerpt7. Correct rhythm by composer
Excerpt8. Wrong interpretation in recording
Also, one very popular Ghanaian song sung during the Yuletide, Afehyia Pa which was composed by H. B. Sam has over time, suffered a wrong rendition due to the wrong interpretation of notes towards the end of the song. The duration given to the word, bio (again) is often shortened and compensated with another set of wrong notes which do not even exist in the song. With the aim of recording this song as part of its Christmas songs album, the Winneba Youth Choir could have used the music, as written by the composer, to help correct the listening and singing masses as to how the song is supposed to be sung. Unfortunately, this was not done and the same flaw was done in the commercialized album. See Excerpts 9 and 10.
on airwaves before the score of the song was encountered later by the researcher while in other instances, the researcher was privy to the scores before hearing the audio-recording. This paper has contributed to the discussion on errors in audio-recordings of choral music in Ghana. It has confirmed that pitch errors, wrong interpretation of notes as well as textual alterations exist in some Akan choral art music compositions which have been recorded in Ghana. Indeed, the originality of the songs as they exist on the scores is critical in the mind of the composer; therefore, changing portions of it will mean destroying the imaginative and constructive thoughts of the composer. By commercializing the recording, the wrong lyrics are caught up with singing groups and individuals of choral music, most of who sing the lines as recorded. Therefore recording a piece of work, in any form, requires a great deal of verification in order to present to the listening public, an authentic material which can also serve educational and reference purposes. It is important that we examine the nature of the various social relationships which exist between the composer, performer, and listener in this direction (Smith, 1989, p.83)
My own experiences as a director, adolescent singer, adult musician, and professional educator have led me point out that song teachers either ignore such errors to be identified with. It is therefore recommended that composers make the conscious efforts to record their musical pieces first before it can be recorded by any other choral group or artiste. It is hoped that greater understanding of choral music audio-recording errors, as against the original scores, may initiate further research into issues of copyright which may turn out to be a fundamental driver to check wrong recordings.
